
Your data is what you make of it

Swetha Sridhar
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Prashant
Typewriter
Conctact details : ss113 [yat] rice <doot> edu
If you want any more resources on visualization



Working with data is essential for us
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So why should I be telling you this? 

I am passionate about design
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So why should I be telling you this? 

I obsessively collect design inspiration

A Collection Of Food Can Labels Made In Japan 4



So why should I be telling you this? 

I am disabled - good design enables 
people like me to interact with science

Coloring for Colorblindness 5



Why should a scientist 
care about displaying 
data?

Storytelling with Data 6



Why should a scientist 
care about displaying 
data?

Wikimedia commons 7



What does design have to do with scientific data?

● Is innovative.

● Makes a product useful.

● Is aesthetic.

● Makes a product understandable.

● Is unobtrusive.

● Is honest.

● Is long-lasting.

● Is thorough down to the last 

detail.

● Is environmentally friendly.

● Involves as little design as 

possible.

Dieter Rams’ principles for good design:
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Good data representation …

● Is innovative.

● Makes data useful.

● Is aesthetic.

● Makes data understandable.

● Is unobtrusive.

● Is honest.

● Is long-lasting.

● Is thorough down to the last 

detail.

● Is environmentally friendly.

● Involves as little design as 

possible. 9



Think about the story you want your data to tell

Let us work with an example
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Let us work with an example

#showyourstripes 11
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#showyourstripes
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Think about the story you want your data to tell

Audience: Specialists, students, public 

Settings: Paper, poster, talk

Types: Graph, diagram, image

Challenges: How to use a visual to …

Adrian Lenardic; some Data Science presentation 16



Ok enough theory, give me some pointers! 
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Beautiful data

Show your data
statistical
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Show your data

ggdist

ggdist layers each 
plot type

integrity
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But do not over-extrapolate!

Momentous sprint at the 2156 Olympics? Blue - men, Red - women

statistical
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Be wary of aspect ratios

Anneli Joplin

integrity
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Be wary of aspect ratios

Anneli Joplin

integrity
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Anneli Joplin

integrity
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Cluster data based on groups

Anneli Joplin

clarity
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Cluster data based on groups

Anneli Joplin

clarity
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Label graphs closer to the actual data

Beautiful evidence

clarity
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Label graphs closer to the actual data

Beautiful evidence

clarity
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Label graphs closer to the actual data

My labmates

clarity
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Highlight important data (specifically for talks)

Storytelling with Data

clarity
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Highlight important data (specifically for talks)

Storytelling with Data

clarity
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Ensure that your labels are legible - flip if needed

Atlassian

clarity
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Thou shalt not use pie charts. Ever.

Storytelling with Data

integrity 
and clarity
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Storytelling with Data

integrity 
and clarity
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Thou shalt not use pie charts. Ever.

Storytelling with Data

integrity 
and clarity
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Someone is lying here…

Chenxin Li: Friends don’t let friends… 

integrity 
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Someone is lying here…

Chenxin Li: Friends don’t let friends… 

integrity 
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How can I choose the right graph type?!
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Color: subjective objectivity 
Integrity 
and clarity 
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Color: subjective objectivity 
Integrity 
and clarity 
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Somewhere over the rainbow …
Integrity 
and clarity 

Perceptually ordered colour maps
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… there is always 
another rainbow 
(graph)!
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You can simulate your graphs through a filter:
Colblindor
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Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add, but 
when there is nothing left to take away.  

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Ultimately, listen to Rams: Less, but better
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